Adult Ski Program Report 2021-22
The Camrose Ski Club took Adult Skiing registrations this year for: Learn to Ski- 4 lesson, 8
lesson and Adult training programs. Registrations were slow to come in during the fall, so with
limited numbers we ended up combining the Learn to Ski and Adult Training in order to have
enough people to run the programs.
We were fortunate to have the expertise of coach Phil Eriksson to lead the group Wednesday
nights from 7:30pm - 9:00pm. Though the weather didn’t always cooperate to start with a lack of
snow at the beginning of the year, and some very cold temperatures where we had to cancel,
we were still able to run a good number of nights. As the season progressed, momentum for the
program built. We gained more and more participants and numbers continued to grow until we
ended up with 15 participants ranging from beginners to more experienced skiers, at which time
we reached a maximum group size and the registrations were closed
It was very exciting to see our community of adult skiers grow. Next year, it is our hope to have
the numbers to offer two separate ski groups of both beginner lessons and also a class which
focuses on technique and skills improvement. We would also like to make a goal to have a
“social ski night” which would not be a registered program, but rather a drop in night when skiers
can go for a fun ski, meet other skiers and get some fresh air and exercise. Hopefully we can
make use of our updated website and other social media to continue to promote and build this
community.
A huge thanks to the participants this year for their enthusiasm for learning and improving their
skills, and to coach Phil for his hard work and dedication to provide our participants with the
learning opportunities.
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